


Houston Healing

In August 2017, Hurricane Harvey caused widespread flooding along the southern coast 
of Texas. Houston and its suburbs were hit hard by the storm which displaced a million 
people and did tens of billions of dollars in damage.

In November 2017, we made our way to Houston and with the help of Houston Arts 
Alliance were able to identify walls in affected neighborhoods. On those walls, we 
created murals to illustrate themes of resilience and community. During our four stops 
in the  city, we celebrated the incredible ongoing collaborative effort of individuals and 
organizations recovering from the storm.



Houston Public Library

This drawing...

Humans love controlling nature. Here a group of people carry 
small terrariums in which they have found ways to manage water, 
trees, and bugs. These terrariums appear safe and contained. The 
largest terrarium on the left can no longer hold the tree within and 
the vines have begun to overflow its base.

Houston Public Library, Central Library
500 McKinney Street



This drawing reflects the awesome efforts of the Cajun Navy -
the ad-hoc volunteer force that brought raised pick-ups, fishing, 

hunting and recreational boats, and other water crafts from 
Louisiana to assist with the rescue efforts in Houston.

Here the top of the hedge along the side of
Stages Theatre mirrors the surface of the flood water.

Across it skim three rescue parties on jet skies 
                             looking for those stranded by the flood.

Stages Repertory Theatre
3201 Allen Parkway



Even months after the storm, there is still a long line of people waiting at the doors of 
the Chinese Community Center every morning. The center provides dozens of families 
with assistance every day.

The theme for all the drawings inside the center was THE GIVING GARDEN - a garden 
that provides whatever you need. We started by making a small mural depicting a 
father and his daughters picking fruit from a tree. The afternoon was dedicated to 
a series of workshops with the same theme. Particpants drew a garden with plants 
bearing images of friends and family, trees with houses, and bushes filled with shoes. 
The staff workshop that followed focused on sharing a meal around a table, while the 
afterschool students furiously consumed the hallway with more wild plantlife.

Chinese Community Center
9800 Town Park Drive



This re-purposed warehouse is typically a maker and studio space for artists, but since 
the storm has been a holding and distribution center for hurricane relief. Outside, 
we were inspired by the many powerlines and transistors running up and down the 
streets. We re-imagined a group of resilient, innovative children taking to the tops of 
the telephone poles to create a series of nests and hanging gardens where they can live 
above the water. 

2500 Summer Street



Thank you to Houston Arts Alliance for providing support for this project 
and to all the locations that hosted murals and workshops.




